Media Kit - Leslie Urbas
Welcome to Leslie's World!
A better world in which she powerfully delivers Body-Mind
Freedom for people to enjoy a lighter, relaxed and energized
life as a masterful:
Optimal Nutrition Expert - Registered Dietitian
Nutritionist (RDN)
Private Personal Trainer specializing in High
Performance Multi-Disciplinary Sports Fueling
and Conditioning
Virtual Health & Wellness Coach for Busy
Moms & Business Executives
Sought-After Family Nutritionist
Dynamic Diabetes Educator (Florida Only)
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Freedom, Fun & Flow
From the Gateway Arch to Greatness

Where Purpose + Passion = Power

Born in 1985 in St Louis, Missouri (USA),
Leslie Urbas was raised in a cheerful, closeknit family environment. Today, she shares
her strong family values and heart-centered
love for life with all her clients.

To fully express one's purpose in life is a
distant dream for many people, but not for
Leslie...

Leslie moved to Florida to join the United
States Navy in 2009, for which she served as
a Naval Officer Dietitian until 2019. She was
on active duty for three years, after which she
remained in the Reserves for an additional
seven years while completing her Masters
Degree in Dietetics.
As is clearly reflective of her innate drive and
discipline,
Leslie
also
received
her
certifications as a Personal Trainer and Group
Fitness Instructor while working full time as a
civilian Registered Dietitian at the Naval
Hospital.

Her unwavering passion for living a mindfully
healthy, fun and energized life is blissfully
balanced by her devotion to deliver powerful
results to her clients: the kind of results that
last a lifetime because she empowers people
to ditch the deprivation diets and fad food
frenzies at long last.
There's no place for strict or suffocating diets
in Leslie's innovative programs because they
ultimately depreciate one's self-worth and selfesteem. This is why Leslie is renowned for
helping people reclaim their body-mind power
no matter their age or health goals.
One of Leslie's gifts is to dissolve the root
causes of what's weighing people down and
manifesting on the outside as excess weight, a
lack of energy, weight maintenance issues or
sports plateaus. She takes a seasoned holistic
approach and embraces all angles through her
unique 5-Step Framework.
Because of this gift, Leslie is often dubbed "the
most
compassionately
committed
and
motivational health coach ever!" by her clients.
If there's one thing Leslie guarantees, it's this:
Eating healthy, maintaining one's goal weight,
feeling strong and toned yet light and powerful,
and training for high performance sports
should still make you feel like you're relaxing on
holiday and sipping a refreshing margarita!
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Fabulous Framework
Elite Professional with a Friendly 5-Step Framework
Depending on her clients' choice of Group Program or bespoke one-to-one Nutrition and Personal
Fitness Coaching service, Leslie begins the journey by untethering and reframing any mindset shackles
that weigh down a person's heart. It's about so much more than only losing pounds and inches...
Leslie empowers her clients from within by effectively dealing with the psychological triggers that
determine emotionally-driven eating behaviors and habits such as drastic life changes or stress.
She helps her clients reveal their vision for their healthiest purposeful, carefree and re-energized life so
they can reclaim their Mind-Body connections and personal power.
Leslie customizes nutrition and meal plans
and facilitates the exercise activities based
on her clients' goals, current situation and
preferences. It's about building one's
ultimate body with joy... not deprivation or
misery!
Leslie helps her clients overcome the
subconscious triggers, convert their
nutrition into fueling habits that serve their
lives, and provides the accountability and
motivational support they need so they can
reach their weight and wellness targets.
Thus, they are liberated to live a life
overflowing with a revitalized sense of body
bliss!

Right: Leslie is a creative individual
who confidently combines her world
class professionalism with her
complimentary fun-loving streak.
She believes that everyone deserves to
shine their most authentic light in this
world, and you'll find her on social
media wearing her favorite colors that
epitomize the brand:
hot pink and pool blue!
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Offers & Programs
Premium Private Offers and Grounded Group Opportunities
Savvy businesswomen (and men) in today's virtual world know that starting at the top with high end
programs and 1:1 coaching services is the best way to get started, gain momentum, and build up a solid
client base. Leslie has done just that, and is currently expanding her offer suite with additional group and
lower end online packages.
Everyone is welcome to join Leslie's free Facebook Group and glean from her expertise, but she also
hosts a separate private Facebook Group and a Membership Portal for her VIP and Premium clientele.
Below is a brief summary of Leslie's current Offer Suite:

Bliss

Body Balance to

The Ultimate Body-Mind
Balance to Bliss Experience:
Premium 12 Month Program
Bespoke One-to-One Solutions
Personalized Nutrition, Personal
Training & Wellness Coaching
for self-health mastery and for
high performance professionals

Liberate Your Life

Create Your Body-Mind
Freedom For Life:
Signature 6 Month Offer
Also Tailored One-to-One
Implement your Nutrition,
Personal Training & Wellness
Coaching for lifelong results and
easy maintenance

Getting Up Close and Personal
Leslie may be a Top Quality Professional in her field, but she remains a
humble, down to earth coach who is always ready to share a smile and a
virtual cup of coffee with her clients.
After all, proper personal training and fitness instruction is a sweaty
occasion that commands a higher level of transparency with each other!
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Relax and

Redefine

Step Into Your Body-Mind
Radiance with Ease & Joy:
3 Month Powerful Kick Start
Multi-Layered Program
Includes expert advice and
personalized consulting for your
Nutrition, Fitness & Optimal
Wellness

High-Impact Results
Core Client Categories
Although Leslie's clients come from all walks of life with different backgrounds and goals, they share
following mindset and values:
They take their weight loss/gain/maintenance seriously
They're committed to their journey and aim for progress
They show up with an open mind
They're between the ages of 35 - 65 yrs
They care about creating long-lasting change
They want to get their energy back, feel better about themselves, and they are excited to stop
looking in the mirror and feeling guilty, ashamed or embarrassed
Even Leslie's elite male and female high performance athletes who manage their training and nutrition
according to tough competition schedules want to enjoy a full life with a free spirit and feel GREAT!

Families, Couples, Busy Moms & Postpartum Weight Loss
Approximately 60% of Leslie's clients are couples and families, especially motivated moms
looking to reclaim their bodies and feel fabulously fit and free of guilt or body shame. Most
prefer Private Coaching combining nutrition, meal planning and personal training facilitation.

Business Executives
About 20% of Leslie's premium clients are busy entrepreneurs and executives (both men and
women) who don't want to waste any time watching video modules in a mass-market
program. They want high-impact fitness and nutrition solutions that directly serve their
lifestyles, and they want the weekly 1:1 support and accountability to stay on track.

Private Chefs/Cooks for Families, Diabetics and High Performance Athletes
The balance 20% of Leslie's clients are families looking for exceptional dietary advice and
tailored consulting for their household meal and shopping plans, often to give to their private
chefs or in-house cooks. Some families are impacted by diabetes, and some are looking for
pediatric nutrition guidance.

Let's Get

Moving!
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Seasoned Specialties
A Premium Professional on a Mission
As Leslie's history has already eluded to, this is one dietitian and personal trainer on a mission to serve!
Many parallels can be drawn between Leslie's past life in the United States Navy and her purposeful life
right now... Courage, discipline, direction and determination are character traits that every entrepreneur
needs to maximize in order to succeed. Leslie possesses these qualities in spades, and thus provides a
strong set of shoulders onto which her clients can lean whenever they're hitting their hard days.

Her Dietician Nutritionist & Personal Training Specialties lie in the following services:
Private Family Dietitian & Nutritionist
Personal Trainer & Fitness Instructor
Health & Optimal Wellness Coach
Pediatric Nutritionist
Diabetes Educator (exclusive to Florida residents only)
Organizational Nutrition Advisor supporting small to large companies with their team health and
wellness initiatives

The biggest step any of us can take towards realizing our
health and wellness goals is the very first step. Why not
imagine taking massive action in a pair of comfy flip flops?!
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The Ultimate Urbas
Changing the Conversation About Food, Weight Loss and Optimal Health
As Leslie openly shares with her audience, she's determined to shatter the lies and illusions that most
people have been taught to believe about weight loss, healthy eating, dieting and muscle conditioning.
Leslie often takes on new clients who have previously lost weight because they've either:
practically starved themselves on a strict and emotionally suffocating diet,
followed yet another food fad, or
poured multiple pills, powders and shakes down their throat.
Eventually, they come knocking on her door because they've not only put all the weight back on again...
but they've added even more inches to their waistline and more weight on the scale. (Not to mention
their personal feelings of misery, shame or guilt about the process.)

Choose a Noble Nutritionist and Personal Trainer You Can Trust:
Leslie's business is infused with values founded upon family strengths and close connections, including:
Professional Quality - no one
in the Urbas Team is treated
as a "discount option", and
neither are her clients!

Trustworthy - it's about
honesty, integrity, reliability
and authenticity. Every day,
all the way.

Perseverance - we know life
can get tough. It's why we
stick together, persevere
and break through.

Freedom - everyone deserves
to live a life wholly free of
whatever weighs us down.
Especially old baggage!

Margarita Love & Laughter life is meant to be full of fun,
love, purpose, gratitude... and
an abundance of laughter!

Celebrations - Leslie's Team
celebrates every win, every
learning curve, and every
step forward. So should you!

Relax and Step Into your Body-Mind Bliss
You don't need to travel to a tropical destination to enjoy a taste of
sunshine, warmth or body bliss... Leslie brings it all to your home by way
of her virtual coaching, personal training and consulting offers.
Simply take a seat in a metaphorical chair held sacred for your holistic
nutrition, fitness and wellness goals... and enjoy the ultimate Urbas
experience!
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Interview Excellence
For Media Mavericks & Show Hosts Looking for Experts
If you're the host of a Podcast, TV, YouTube or Radio Show, you'd be doing your audience a great
service by interviewing Leslie Urbas to discuss the truths, lies and other fun facts about nutrition, fitness
and wellness in a world that seems to worship 'bad apples' and food fad frenzies in the marketplace!
Below is a shortlist of Leslie's favorite Nutrition, Whole Wellness & Personal Training arenas of
expertise about which she'd be honored to open up and discuss on any platform for your audience:
1. How to FREE ourselves of all the weight that weighs us down (a multi-pronged approach)
2. What kinds of shakes REALLY fuel the body (compared to what's always on the shelves)
3. How our genetics play a role in our physiology, biochemistry and peak exercise performance
4. Why "middle age weight gain" is a myth destined to be demystified
5. Why her clients not only lose the weight, but manage to keep it off
6. What quick and easy to prepare foodstuffs are actually healthy, nutritious and best for busy people
7. How she offers advisory consulting support to medium and large companies for their workforce
health and wellness initiatives as part of their in-house employee advocacy programs

QUICK-FIRE BIO:
Leslie Urbas is a premium Dietician, Personal Trainer & Wellness Coach with a difference... She takes her
world class knowledge, experience and services, mixes in a few emojis and a hot pink zest for life with a
dash of margarita fun, and delivers powerful results for her clients so they can achieve their weight, health
and fitness goals with joy and lifelong body-mind connections that empower every area of their lives.

For Digital Assets or Other Information:
Kindly email leslie@LeslieUrbas.com to request the images
and information you need, and the Ultimate Urbas Team will
get them to you ASAP.

Previously Featured In:
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Let's Connect
A Favorite Client Testimonial:
Although Leslie's website is dotted with numerous testimonials, here's one of her favorites because it
explains their journey in greater detail for readers of this Media Kit:
“Before we worked with Leslie, we had no knowledge about what we were putting in our bodies.
Often, we would wonder why we were tired and unmotivated.
We were much more reliant on caffeine, ate way more unhealthy carbs than anyone should, and were never eating
enough to really fuel our bodies. We were trying to get healthy before getting pregnant and learn more about nutrition
so we could continue the habits during pregnancy and after. We were also trying to reach a healthier weight.
We chose Leslie for her personalized support whenever we need it!! Leslie always makes herself available not just to
answer questions, but most importantly: to educate you! We were sold when we saw Leslie’s passion and belief in
ourselves for making a change.
We loved our weekly check ins!! We loved having the time to connect and share what we learned that week and how
it went, and ask Leslie questions to continue advancing our knowledge. We also found happiness when we actually
learned something new about nutrition, and then seeing the results was great also!
In only 3 months we now have a better understanding of nutrition, understand the power of a positive mindset and
the importance of setting attainable goals and writing them down, and we appreciate the importance of allowing
yourself grace and understanding that it takes time… and we lost 20lbs each!
Leslie exceeded our expectations in EVERYTHING!!! The amount of information we learned about nutrition, the
excitement we got about nutrition and eating the right foods to fuel our body, Leslie’s availability and willingness to
support us reaching our goals...

Connect withLeslie:

We only have one thing left to say to everyone who reads this: What are you waiting for?! Invest with Leslie today!!!”

leslie@LeslieUrbas.com
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